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His latest project, piecing together the story of a bereaved Hong Kong man who wed his dead fiancé, has won an award. The photogapher reveals how it began with the discovery of
a trunk of keepsakes ...
A love from beyond the grave – Kurt Tong on his ‘ghost marriage’ photographs
El País reports that Teresa Chapa Brunet and Pedro Saura of Complutense University of Madrid and their colleagues used photographic filters to eliminate nearly 100 percent of
reflected light in new ...
New Photographs Reveal Colors of 2,400-Year-Old Sculpture
Strangers made his small-town portraits famous in the art world. Decades later, his heirs want control of the estate.
Who Owns Mike Disfarmer’s Photographs?
The images, which were taken by Captain Maxwell Coote who was Churchill's aide-de-camp, are being sold by his descendants with London-based Forum Auctions who expect the
archive to fetch £4,000.
Never-seen-before photographs of Winston Churchill in his 40s expected to reach £4,000 at auction
Standing head and shoulders above other books in this clutch of recent titles about Francis Bacon is Francis Bacon: Study for a Portrait. Published by the Francis Bacon MB Art
Foundation, Monaco, this ...
Photographs, psychoanalysis and sex: four books provide enlightening studies of 'rock star' Francis Bacon
alfons cabrera unveils a series of photographs depicting the brutalist and rationalist facades of benidorm, a small town some hours far from barcelona, spain. apart from its dispr ...
the spirit of the beehive: a series of photographs depicts the brutalism of benidorm, spain
Elliott Erwitt publishes previously unseen images from his expansive photographic archive spanning his 60 year career as a documentary and commercial photographer.
Magnum photographer Elliott Erwitt publishes never-seen-before photographs in ‘Found, Not Lost’
Nannies, servants, and enslaved women often tried to make themselves invisible so that other women’s kids could be seen.
The ‘hidden mothers’ in old photographs
The Massillon Museum, 121 Lincoln Way E, is accepting photographs for the exhibition “Photography by Supporters of Relay for Life” through July 21.
Massillon Museum accepting Relay for Life photographs
In a bid to encourage people to get vaccinated against COVID-19, a Chennai-based studio has come forward to click pictures of those who have taken their jabs.
Chennai studio clicks free photographs of those vaccinated against COVID-19
The Hood Museum of Art has completed a project to acquire over 6,000 Hollywood photographs from the John Kobal Foundation, an organization based in the United Kingdom
dedicated to collecting and ...
Hood Museum acquires over 6,000 vintage Hollywood photographs
President Muhammadu Buhari, Monday, received new All Progressives Congress Governors of Cross River, Prof Ben Ayade, and Zamfara State, Mr Bello Matawalle, in the State House
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Abuja. The two governors ...
News in Photographs: Buhari Presents APC Flag to Ayade, Mutawalle
Monogram presents a 21st-century update on iconic Slim Aarons photographs, this time with a diverse cast—and premium weed.
Jay-Z's Cannabis Brand's Slim Aarons-Inspired Photographs Are Now For Sale
Mandi, have developed a computational model for automated disease detection in potato crops using photographs of its leaves.
IIT Mandi Finds Way To Detect Disease In Potato Crops Via Photographs
Yes, some species of spider do indeed occasionally feast on snakes, according to a recent paper published in the American Journal of Arachnology. And that paper is chock-full of
pictures to prove it.
Spiders eating snakes, oh my! Here are the photographs to prove it
Pictures have emerged showing the massive damage caused to Bristol's SWX nightclub by a blaze that has raged throughout the day. And SWX owner has now spoken of his anguish
after the iconic's club ...
SWX fire: Photographs show devastating aftermath after blaze gutted iconic club
A woman slipped and died while attempting to take photographs at a picturesque waterfall in Hong Kong. Sofia Cheung, 32, visited the Tsing Dai stream near the district of Yuen
Long on Saturday but the ...
Woman Fell To Her Death While Attempting To Take Photographs At Waterfall
Cedar Grove today to watch an incredible 3A program begin workouts, it’s three days on the road within the state of Georgia. Here’s a look at some of the best prospects and
moments thus far, just to ...
Photographs, Videos, and Commentary about the First Three Days of Scouting Georgia
Decades after his death, a court fight continues over rights to the photographic legacy of Mike Disfarmer of Heber Springs.
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